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Abstract. The limited visual information provided by small objects —
under 32×32 pixels— makes small object detection a particularly chal-
lenging problem for current detectors. Moreover, standard datasets are
biased towards large objects, limiting the variability of the training set
for the small objects subset. Although new datasets specifically designed
for small object detection have been recently released, the detection pre-
cision is still significantly lower than that of standard object detection.
We propose a data augmentation method based on a Generative Adver-
sarial Network (GAN) to increase the availability of small object samples
at training time, boosting the performance of standard object detectors
in this highly demanding subset. Our Downsampling GAN (DS-GAN)
generates new small objects from larger ones, avoiding the unrealistic
artifacts created by traditional resizing methods. The synthetically gen-
erated objects are inserted in the original dataset images in plausible po-
sitions without causing mismatches between foreground and background.
The proposed method improves the AP

@[.5,.95]
s and AP@.5

s of a standard
object detector in the UVDT small subset by more than 4 and 10 points,
respectively.
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1 Introduction

Object detection is a fundamental technique within computer vision, as iden-
tifying objects in images or videos is mandatory for image understanding. The
accuracy of detectors has experienced a lot of progress year on year since the re-
lease of large training datasets and the continuous improvement of convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) [7, 6].

Small object detection has emerged as a specific problem that has drawn the
attention of the research community [13, 1, 11]. It plays a fundamental role in
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many applications in which early detection is key, including self-driving cars or
obstacle avoidance on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Also, solving problems
such as satellite image analysis requires the identification of objects represented
by just a few pixels on the input image. However, the detection precision of
small objects remains a challenging problem, which makes current state-of-the-
art models perform poorly in this field. Moreover, the small object subset re-
mains underrepresented in standard public datasets such as MS COCO [14] or
ImageNet [19], mainly focused on larger objects.

Previous work has proven the benefits of applying strong data augmentation
to improve the precision of objects detectors [28]. Data augmentation techniques
have also been extensively studied in the image classification field, achieving very
promising results. Therefore, data augmentation has the potential of generally
improving the object detection precision, specially in data-scarce scenarios. Thus,
it may compensate for the lack of small object annotations in most use cases,
avoiding the high costs of manually annotating new data.

The introduction of generative adversarial networks (GANs) [5], brings new
opportunities for more robust data augmentation [9]. The adversarial training
ensures that the generated images contain the same artifacts as those present in
real world images. This is specially relevant for small object data augmentation,
as traditional scaling methods produce unrealistic artifacts [2, 20].

For all these reasons, we define a new data augmentation framework based on
GANs to insert synthetic small objects in existing video datasets to alleviate the
fall in precision caused by the lack of objects. The hypothesis is that, synthetic
small objects can be generated by a GAN taking as input a real larger object.
The generator should create a small image, visually similar to the input, free
of unrealistic artifacts that are typical from traditional re-scaling methods. The
main contributions of this paper are:

– Downsampling GAN (DS-GAN), a generative adversarial network architec-
ture that transforms high resolution images containing large objects into
low-resolution images containing small objects.

– An insertion method able to place the synthetic generated objects into plau-
sible positions of the video frames without causing mismatches between back-
ground and foreground.

– Extensive experiments on the public dataset UAVDT [4], analyzing the im-
provement of applying our data augmentation method in different data avail-
ability scenarios.

2 Related Work

Small object detection focuses on improving the detection precision of objects
represented by just a few pixels, typically below 32 × 32 pixels [14]. Although the
current trend in object detection is to design deeper models that can extract more
semantic information [7], the limited visual information of small objects fades in
the deeper layers. Therefore, specific solutions such as the Feature Pyramid Net-
work (FPN) [13] or the Region Context Network (RCN) [1] are required in order
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to replicate the same success achieved in general object detection. Moreover, the
most popular datasets are unbalanced towards large objects [14, 19]. This issue is
partially addressed by new datasets, specially those focused on videos recorded
from UAVs onboard cameras including UAVDT [4] and VisDrone2019-VID [27].
Also, datasets specifically designed for small object detection evaluation have
been released [1]. Despite efforts to develop new architectures and the compila-
tion of more specific datasets, the detection precision achieved with small objects
remains significantly behind of the results achieved with larger objects [16].

Data augmentation is commonly used to train more general models. Basic
data augmentation techniques for computer vision usually comprise a series of
simple concatenated transformations, such as image mirroring and object-centric
cropping [21]. Following this basic approach, a straightforward solution to aug-
ment the number of small objects would be randomly inserting the objects in
different positions or resizing large objects [11]. However, that does not increase
object variability —the appearance of the object remains invariant— and the
context may not be suitable for a specific object —e.g., a car in the sky. The
former issue is addressed in AdaResampling [3] with a prior context map that
helps to insert the objects according to their scale and position. Also, conven-
tional resizing functions generate artifacts not present in real world images [2,
20]. As a more elaborated alternative, adversarial learning can generate realistic
synthetic objects.

Adversarial learning consists of training two —or more— networks with con-
trasting objectives. A successful use case of adversarial network are GANs [5].
These models are composed of two networks that are trained in an adversar-
ial process: the generator and the discriminator. The role of the generator is
to generate fake images that fool the discriminator, while the discriminator is
trained to differentiate synthetic from real images. Deep Convolutional GANs
(DCGAN) [18] were popularized for the generation of synthetic images. Different
variations of the original architecture have been proposed to solve a wide range
of computer vision problems: image synthesis [25], image super-resolution [12],
or image inpainting [24], among others.

PTGAN [22] addresses the classical problem of domain gap, transferring in-
stances of persons from one dataset to another keeping the same size. CycleGAN
[26] with additional constraints can be used without downsampling. PTGAN ig-
nores the object positioning problem, not relating object appearance and the
background in the target position. DetectorGAN [15] was proposed to perform
image-to-image translation. This approach does not define an insertion method
either, and it has not been tested for small objects.

Alternatively, we propose to augment the training set with synthetically gen-
erated small objects, downsampling large objects through GANs. Moreover, the
proposed method includes a random component that allows it to generate multi-
ple different synthetic small objects from a single large object. We also define an
object insertion procedure, avoiding inconsistencies between the inserted object
and the background in the target image.
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Fig. 1: Overall framework for small data augmentation. DS-GAN downsamples
large HR objects, converting them into small SLR objects. The resulting SLR
object is inserted on the target frame.

3 Method

The proposed data augmentation framework for small objects in video datasets
is described in Figure 1. The pipeline consists of two fundamental stages: (i)
small object generation and (ii) small object integration. In the first stage, real
high-resolution (HR) objects and their context are transformed into synthetic
low-resolution (SLR) objects. A segmentation mask is also calculated to precisely
remove the context from the generated SLR image. As small object segmentation
is a very challenging task, we propose to calculate this segmentation mask in the
original HR image, and then scale it down to the size of the SLR object (Fig-
ure 1). Finally, SLR objects are inserted in positions where a real low-resolution
(LR) object exists in the current input frame, or in previous or following frames.
The position selector compares the direction and shape of the original HR ob-
ject and the LR objects to select the optimal position for the corresponding SLR
object. This method ensures that the background is adequate for the insertion
of the new object. If necessary, an object inpainting method removes the ob-
ject that will be replaced, as shown in Figure 1. The final augmented dataset
facilitates the training stage of an object detector, improving the small object
detection precision.

3.1 Downsampling GAN

A simple bilinear interpolation or nearest neighbor method suffices to downsam-
ple the original image containing a real HR object by a factor r. The output
image contains an SLR object that can be inserted in new valid positions, aug-
menting the original dataset. However, as the experiments in Section 4 show,
this naive approach creates artifacts that make the output image not suitable
for data augmentation. Therefore, we propose a generative adversarial network
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Fig. 2: DS-GAN architecture overview.

for image downsampling (DS-GAN) that transforms HR objects into SLR ob-
jects. The adversarial loss ensures that the generated SLR object has the same
feature distribution as actual LR objects from the original dataset. Thus, the
objective of the generator is to fool the discriminator, making SLR objects in-
distinguishable from LR objects.

The main challenge of designing a generative model for image downsampling
in this context is the lack of the corresponding LR object for each HR object,
making it an unpaired problem. The model must generate SLR objects similar
to the corresponding HR input and follow the same feature distribution as real
LR objects. DS-GAN receives images with size W × H × C containing an HR
object and produces images with size W

r × H
r ×C containing an SLR object that

meets these requirements. Thus, the training set for DS-GAN contains real large
(HR) objects and real small (LR) objects.

Figure 2 describes the architecture of DS-GAN in detail. This architecture
consists of two main components: a generator and a discriminator network. The
generator is implemented following an encoder-decoder model with six groups,
each group with two residual blocks of the same dimension with pre-activation
and batch normalization [8]. This network downscales the input image by a
factor of 4, achieved by applying a pooling layer with a 2×2 kernel after each of
the first four groups and a 2× up-sample deconvolution layer after each of the
last two groups. The discriminator is also composed of the same residual blocks
as the generator —without batch normalization— followed by a fully connected
layer and a sigmoid function. In the discriminator case, there are six residual
blocks with two downsampling pooling layers after each of the last two blocks.

The generator network (G) receives as input an image with an HR object and
a noise vector (z), and the output is an image 4× smaller than the input (r =
4) containing an SLR object. The noise vector z follows a normal distribution
and includes a random component to the input that allows the generation of
multiple SLR objects from the same HR object. Both, the generator network
G and the discriminator network D are alternatively optimized following the
methodology proposed in [5]. As the goal ofG is to generate SLR objects based on
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the appearance of the HR input object, the objective function for the adversarial
loss is defined as hinge loss [17]:

lDadv = E
s∼PLR

[min(0, 1−D(s))] + E
ŝ∼PG

[min(0, 1 +D(ŝ))], (1)

where PLR is the LR subset distribution and PG is the generator distribution to
be learned through the alternative optimization. PG is defined by ŝ = G(b, z) |
b ∈ PHR, where PHR is the HR subset. This equation defines a training goal
for G that consists of generating SLR images that are hard to distinguish from
LR images by D. Hence, the resulting images of the generator are suitable for
data augmentation as D —that was trained to differentiate SLR images from
LR images— cannot identify any pattern in the synthetic generated objects.

The loss function L for G is defined as:

L = lpixel + λlGadv, (2)

where lGadv is the adversarial loss, lpixel is the L2 pixel loss, and λ is a hyperpa-
rameter that balances the influence of each component in the final loss.

The adversarial loss lGadv is defined on the basis of the probabilities of the
discriminator as:

lGadv = − E
b∼PHR

[D(G(b, z))], (3)

where PHR is the HR subset and z is the random noise vector. By including the
LR subset to calculate the adversarial loss, we force the SLR objects to contain
real-world artifacts. Thus, this adversarial loss is computed in an unpaired way.

The lpixel loss is implemented as a L2 distance between the input HR and
the output SLR images:

lpixel =
r2

WH

W
r∑

i=1

H
r∑

j=1

(AvgP (b)i,j −G(b, z)i,j) | b ∈ PHR, (4)

where W and H is the input HR size, r represents the downsampling factor and
AvgP is an average pooling function that transforms the HR input to the output
G(b, z) resolution. Different to the adversarial loss, lpixel is calculated in a paired
way between the SLR object and the corresponding HR object, downsampled
by the average pooling. Adding this term to the loss calculation ensures that
the appearance of the generated SLR image is similar to the original HR object.
Finally, in addition, to solve the stabilization of the discriminator training we
normalize its weights by the spectral normalization technique [17].

4 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the benefits of augmenting the training set with
synthetic small objects generated by DS-GAN. A state-of-the-art object detector
is optimized with different training sets to assess the detection improvement on
the small objects subset.
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4.1 Experimental setting

We selected the car category of the UAVDT dataset [4] to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our system. This dataset provides 23,829 training frames and 16,580
test frames belonging to 30 and 20 videos respectively, with a resolution of ≈
1,024 × 540 pixels. Following previous work [14], we consider small objects those
with an area smaller than 32 × 32 pixels. Due to the high redundancy between
consecutive video frames, the training set contains only 10% of the original
frames.

For the construction of the HR subset, we include objects with an area be-
tween 48×48 and 128×128 pixels. To keep a fixed input dimension of 128×128,
we include more context in smaller objects. As the generator of DS-GAN has
a final stride 4×, output downsampled images have a size of 32 × 32 pixels.
The training HR subset for DS-GAN also includes annotations from the Vis-
drone dataset that meet the same requirements. This dataset, as well as the
UVDT dataset, contains urban footage recorded from a UAV onboard camera.
Therefore, images from both datasets are very similar. Overall, the HR subset
for the DS-GAN training contains 5,731 objects while the LR subset contains
5,226 objects. The actual number of real LR objects is higher, but we simulate
a data scarcity scenario by selecting only 25% of the available videos. The test
set contains 316,055 car instances with 274,438 small objects.

For the evaluation of the object detector in the UAVDT test set, we use the
standard Average Precision metrics defined by MS COCO. These include the
AP@.5, in which the overlap between an object detection and the corresponding
ground truth must be greater than 0.5, and the AP@[.5,.95], which averages the
AP for overlap thresholds from 0.5 to 0.95 with increments of 0.05. To effec-
tively assess the improvement of the object detector applying the proposed data
augmentation method, we report the APs, i.e., the AP for the small subset.

4.2 Implementation details

DS-GAN is trained for 1,000 epochs with an update ratio 1:1 between the dis-
criminator and the generator. The optimizer is Adam [10] with β1 = 0 and β2 =
0.9 and an initial learning rate of 1e-4, with two reductions by a factor of 10 dur-
ing the training phase. The hyperparameter λ in Equation 2 is set to 0.01 setting
the influence of the adversarial loss lGadv two orders of magnitude higher than
the pixel loss lpixel. The training data is augmented by applying random image
flipping and the noise vector (z) is randomly sampled from a normal distribution
for each HR input image.

For image inpainting we apply DeepFill to remove the original object when-
ever it is necessary to insert the new SLR object. The DeepFill training process
on the UAVDT dataset uses the hyperparameters defined by [23], setting τ = 40.
The selected object detector is the Faster R-CNN framework with a Feature
Pyramid Network (FPN) [13] as it has proven to be robust against multiple
scale objects, obtaining very competitive results in the small object subsets.
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Data
augmentation

AP@.5
s AP

@[.5,.95]
s

LR 39.0 17.6
LR + Interp. 38.1 16.5
LR + SLR 46.3 20.1
LR + SLR×6 50.9 22.5

Table 1: Results of FPN on the small object detection testing subset of UAVDT
training only with 25% of the UAVDT training videos to simulate data scarcity
for small objects.

4.3 Results

Table 1 reports the AP@.5
s and AP

@[.5,.95]
s training the object detector with

different training sets. The first row of the table (LR) represents the baseline,
in which the detector is only trained with real objects extracted from the same
25% of videos as the DS-GAN training. Then, we conduct a series of experiments
applying different data augmentation techniques. (LR + Interp.) expands the
training set, duplicating the images and replacing the LR objects in those images
with SLR objects. In this case, these SLR objects are generated by downsampling
original HR objects through bilinear interpolation. Analogously, in the LR +
SLR setting, LR objects are replaced in the duplicated images by SLR objects
generated by DS-GAN. These two experiments include as many SLR objects as
LR in the original training set. The last experiment (LR + SLR×n) explores
the results of inserting n times the number of LR objects. Figure 3 shows a set
of real HR objects and a set of SLR objects generated by DS-GAN.

(a) HR Objects: 128× 128 pixel
(b) SLR Objects: 32 × 32
pixel

Fig. 3: Real large objects, input to DS-GAN (HR objects) and synthetic small
objects generated by DS-GAN (SLR objects).

Results from Table 1 are in line with previous work [2, 20], proving that tra-
ditional re-scaling methods generate not visible artifacts that hinder the training
process. On the other hand, DS-GAN produces useful extra training data that
can be leveraged by the object detector to improve the detection precision. Du-
plicating the training set with SLR objects leads to an improvement of 7.3%
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AP@.5
s and 2.5% AP

@[.5,.95]
s . Increasing the size of the training set up to 6× the

number of objects leads to an improvement of 11.9% and 4.9% for AP@.5
s and

AP
@[.5,.95]
s respectively.

5 Conclusions

We have proposed a new generative model to augment the training set of a video
dataset with synthetic generated small objects, i.e., objects under 32 × 32 pix-
els. This is crucial as the availability of small objects is limited in most object
detection datasets. Contrary to small objects generated through interpolation
methods, the output of DS-GAN is valuable to significantly improve the perfor-
mance of an object detector by expanding the training set. DS-GAN is designed
on the basis of state-of-the-art super-resolution techniques applied to generate
low-resolution objects from high-resolution objects. The effectiveness of the pro-
posed data augmentation pipeline is specially significant in data scarce scenarios,
improving the detection precision of small objects by a large margin.
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